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Timescape
Thomas Nelson Which door would you go through to save the world? David,
Xander, and Toria King never know what new adventures--and dangers-await them beyond the mysterious portals hidden on the top ﬂoor of their
new house. They have battled gladiators and the German army, dodged
soldiers on both sides of the Civil War, and barely escaped a ﬁerce attack
in their own home. Still they are no closer to ﬁnding their mother, who was
pulled by powerful forces through a portal and lost in time. Their only hope
is to turn the tables on Taksidian, the menacing stranger who wants them
out of the house so he can use it for his own twisted purposes. But
everything changes when a trip into the near future reveals the
devastating outcome of Taksidian's schemes--a destroyed city ﬁlled with
mutant creatures. It is only then that the Kings realize what they're really
ﬁghting for--the fate of humanity itself.

Germ
Thomas Nelson Publishers A new weapon--a virus that moves from host to
host until it locks onto the targeted victim's DNA--is in the hands of a man
who has spent years collecting DNA from the American populace. He holds
the heart of the world's only superpower in his hands--and it's time to start
squeezing.
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Watcher in the Woods
Thomas Nelson It's not just the house that's keeping secrets. Pretending
everything's all right is harder than it sounds. But the Kings know that
even if they told the truth about the bizarre things happening in their
house, no one would believe them. They're hyper-focused on rescuing their
lost family member before anyone ﬁnds out what's going on. But when a
stranger shows up to take their house, their options start dwindling fast.
Why would he be so interested in a run-down old place? And what secret is
he hiding--just as he hides the scars that crisscross his body? The mystery
gets stranger with each passing day. Will the Kings be able to ﬁnd a way to
harness the house's secrets and discover who is watching their every move
before another gets snatched into an unknown world?

The Indigo King
Simon and Schuster "Answer the question unanswered for more than two
millennia, and perhaps you may yet restore the world." On a September
evening in 1931, John and Jack, two of the Caretakers of the Imaginarium
Geographica, discover a cryptic warning on a medieval manuscript -- which
is not only addressed to them but seems to have been written by their
friend, Hugo Dyson! But before they can discover the origin of the strange
book, Hugo walks through a door in time -- and vanishes into the past. And
in that moment, the world begins to change. The Frontier, which separates
our world from the Archipelago of Dreams, has fallen. Dark and terrible
beasts roam throughout England. No one can be summoned from the
Archipelago. And both worlds have fallen into darkness under the reign of
a cruel and terrible king. The only hope to restore the proper order of
things lies on a forgotten island at the edge of the Archipelago, where a
time travel device left by Jules Verne must be used to race through history
itself -- from the Bronze Age to ancient Alexandria and the founding of the
Silver Throne -- in one night. And in that single night, John and Jack will
ﬁnd that the only way to save their friend and stop the chaos destroying
the world is to solve a 2,000-year-old mystery: Who is the Cartographer?

Gatekeepers
Thomas Nelson The house talks. It breathes. And it's hungry. The Kings
have been in the creepy old place, their new home, for only a few days, but
they've experienced enough terror to last a lifetime. And the mystery is
growing even more baﬄing. Shadowy and shifting, the big house conceals
doors into other worlds that blur the line between memories and
dreams—and the slightest misstep can change history forever. At least,
that's if they believe the trembling old man who shows up claiming to know
them. "There's a reason you're in the house," he tells them. "As
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gatekeepers, we must make sure only those events that are supposed to
happen get through to the future." The problem is that horrors beyond
description wait on the other side of those gates. As if that weren't
enough, the Kings are also menaced by sinister forces on this side—like the
dark, ancient stranger Taksidian, who wants them out now. Xander, David,
and Toria must venture beyond the gates to save their missing
mother—and discover how truly high the stakes have become.

The New World (FREE Short Story)
Candlewick Press In this dramatic short story -- a prequel to the awardwinning Chaos Walking Trilogy -- author Patrick Ness gives us the story of
Viola's journey to the New World. Whether you're new to Chaos Walking or
an established fan, this prequel serves as a fascinating introduction to the
series that Publishers Weekly called one of the most important works of
young adult science ﬁction in recent years.

The Curse of the Wendigo
Simon and Schuster Flesh-eating danger abounds in the chilling sequel to
The Monstrumologist that is “as fast-paced, elegant, and yes, gruesome as
its predecessor” (Publishers Weekly, starred review). While Dr. Warthrop is
attempting to disprove that Homo vampiris, the vampire, could exist, his
former ﬁancée asks him to save her husband, who has been captured by a
Wendigo—a creature that starves even as it gorges itself on human ﬂesh.
Although Dr. Warthrop considers the Wendigo to be ﬁctitious, he relents
and performs the rescue—but is he right to doubt the Wendigo’s existence?
Can the doctor and Will Henry hunt down the ultimate predator, who, like
the legendary vampire, is neither living nor dead, and whose hunger for
human ﬂesh is never satisﬁed? This second book in The Monstrumologist
series explores the line between myth and reality, love and hate, genius
and madness.

Dark Shadows the Complete
Paperback Library Reprint Volume 1
Dark Shadows
The original, classic, Dark Shadows books from the Paperback Library,
return with Hermes Press' archival reprint of all 32 titles in the series
beginning with the ﬁrst novel which ﬁrst saw print in December, 1966. The
ﬁrst book in this reprint series, "Dark Shadows," will feature the original
painted cover depicting Victoria Winters and the complete text, re-proofed
and error free. These reprints will present each installment in the series
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with its original cover, but, unlike the Paperback Library books will present
the titles in a larger 6 inch by 8 inch format, printed on archival paper and
bound to be read and enjoyed without cracking or coming unbound. Each
book in the series was written by William Edward Daniel Ross who used the
pen name Marilyn Ross. The forerunner to today's immensely popular
vampire-themed television programs and theatrical ﬁlms, Dark Shadows
still garners serious attention as one of the most memorable TV shows of
the last ﬁfty years. Hermes Press' complete reprint of the series makes the
entire collection of these classic novels available once again to fans of
gothic romance, Dark Shadows, and all of the series' classic characters.

Goddess
Pan Macmillan After being tricked into releasing the gods from their
capitiviy on Olympus, Helen Hamilton must ﬁnd a way to re-imprison them
without starting a devasting war, all while ﬁghting the ever-growing
passion she feels for her forbidden love, Lucas Delos.

Dreamless
Pan Macmillan A story of love, destiny and feuding families with
extraordinary powers, descended from the heroes of ancient Greece,
Dreamless is the second book in the heartstopping Starcrossed series by
Josephine Angelini. Tasked with descending to the underworld and killing
the Furies, Helen must endure torture as she wanders aimlessly through
hell in her dreams. Although she still trains with the Delos clan, Helen and
Lucas are coming to terms with the fact that they cannot be together.
Distraught, Helen meets another person down in the shadowy underworld:
Orion, descended from Adonis and with the power to control desire, he is
the heir to the house of Rome. He's also kind of hot. Confused by her
conﬂicting emotions but glad to have an ally in hell, Helen begins to realize
the enormity of her task. . . Continue the modern mythology series with
Goddess.

Prophecy of the Sisters
Atom Books YA. Fantasy ﬁction. Without the Keys, something terrible will
happen. Something that cannot be undone. And with them, I might bring
an end to the riddle of the Prophecy and my strange part in it. If Alice and I
are on conﬂicting sides of the Prophecy, the Keys would be dangerous in
her hands. Which means I have to ﬁnd them. And I have to do it before my
sister. This is the story of sixteen-year-old Lia Milthorpe's quest to discover
her role and her twin sister's in a powerful prophecy that has aﬀected twin
sisters for generations. But nothing can prepare her for what she discovers
- about herself, about her family, and about the danger that goes from
haunting her dreams to becoming her reality.
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Spirit Fighter
Harper Collins Seventh-grader Jonah Stone discovers that he is one-quarter
angel--his mother is the daughter of a human and a fallen angel--and when
she is kidnapped, Jonah and his sister Eliza must try to rescue her, with the
help of prayers and a guardian angel.

White Cat
Simon and Schuster Cassel comes from a shady, magical family of con
artists and grifters. He doesn’t ﬁt in at home or at school, so he’s used to
feeling like an outsider. He’s also used to feeling guilty—he killed his best
friend, Lila, years ago. But when Cassel begins to have strange dreams
about a white cat, and people around him are losing their memories, he
starts to wonder what really happened to Lila. In his search for answers, he
discovers a wicked plot for power that seems certain to succeed. But
Cassel has other ideas—and a plan to con the conmen.

Throggs Neck & Pelham Bay
Arcadia Publishing First settled in 1643, Throggs Neck-Pelham Bay lies
along the west bank of Eastchester Bay in the Bronx. It was once an area of
grand estates and farms and was home to some of the wealthiest people in
America, including Collis P. Huntington and Catherine Lorillard Wolfe.
Discover the history of the early residents of the community and its place
in an ever-changing America in this unique and unprecedented pictorial
collection. Throggs Neck-Pelham Bay oﬀers a unique glimpse into the past,
through carefully preserved images and a thoroughly researched text.
Readers will delight in the memories of yesteryear and the images of a
young and undaunted America. The images in this volume cover all of the
communities included in the charter granted to John Throckmorton by the
Dutch in 1642. Called Vriedlandt or "Land of Peace" by Dutch authorities,
the area eventually fell prey to the burdens of war during the American
Revolution. The images in Throggs Neck-Pelham Bay depict all aspects of
life, from work to play. View the early modes of transportation used by the
residents, the schools and churches they attended, the homes they lived
in, and the activities they enjoyed.

The Dark Shadows Daybook
Patrick McCray Rondo Award-winning website, The Collinsport Historical
Society, presents this wide-ranging collection of essays, insights, and
observations from its long-running column, The Dark Shadows Daybook.
From the earliest episodes to speculation on the future of the franchise,
author Patrick McCray celebrates the grand themes and iconic characters
of Dark Shadows with a devout irreverence. Winner of the 2018 Rondo
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Award for Writer of the Year, Patrick McCray chronicles the unforgettable
series by exploring its episodes in articles and asides, all originally written
on the anniversary of their ﬁlming. With a new introduction by Emmy
award-winning humorist, Dana Gould, The Dark Shadows Daybook is
aﬀectionate, spontaneous, and refreshingly raucous reading for fans of the
series and anyone else looking to learn why Dark Shadows matters.

Dark Shadows: Heiress of
Collinwood
Macmillan Dark Shadows: Heiress of Collinwood is the continuing the story
of the classic TV show, Dark Shadows by series star, Lara Parker. “My
name is Victoria Winters, and my journey continues . . . .” An orphan with
no knowledge of her origins, Victoria Winters ﬁrst came to the great house
of Collinwood as a Governess. It didn’t take long for the Collins family’s
many buried secrets, haunted history, and rivalries with evil forces to
catch up to Victoria and cast the newcomer adrift in time, trapped between
life and death. At last returned to the present, Victoria is called back to
Collinwood by a mysterious letter. Hoping to ﬁll in the gaps of her
memories by meeting with the people who knew her best, Victoria returns
to the aging mansion. However, she soon discovers that the entire Collins
family is missing—except for Barnabas Collins, a vampire whose own dark
curse is well known. Victoria discovers that she has been named sole heir
to the estate, if only she can prove her own identity. Beset by danger and
dire warnings, Victoria must discover what dread fate has befallen
Collinwood, even as she ﬁnally uncovers a shocking truth long hidden in
the shadows . . . At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Whirlwind
Thomas Nelson They've been to three worlds in less than a day. Time isn't
just running out...it's running wild. David King is reeling from his travels
through history-and the evil he's found there. The last thing he needs is his
great-great-uncle Jesse's hospital-bed instructions: You can't simply do
nothing. You must ﬁx things. David and his brother Xander's search for
their abducted mother has repeatedly led them on strange and terrifying
journeys as they've stepped through the portals of the creepy old house
and into some of history's most turbulant moments...and confronted an
unimaginably bleak vision of the future. Now Jesse's words saddle them
with an obligation to not only visit the past, but the need to rewrite it.
Fulﬁlling their purpose will take everything they have, both mentally and
physically. But they have no choice...because everything in the past-and
the future-is on the line.
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The 13th Tribe
Thomas Nelson When a group of immortal vigilantes threatens millions,
only one man is brave enough to stand in their way. Their story didn’t start
this year…or even this millennium. It began when Moses was on Mt. Sinai.
Tired of waiting on the One True God, the twelve tribes of Israel began
worshipping a golden calf through pagan revelry. Many received immediate
death for their idolatry, but 40 were handed a far worse
punishment—endless life on earth with no chance to see the face of God.
This group of immortals became the 13th Tribe, and they’ve been trying to
earn their way into heaven ever since—by killing sinners. Though their
logic is twisted, their brilliance is undeniable. Their wrath is unstoppable.
And the technology they possess is beyond anything mere humans have
ever seen. Jagger Baird knows nothing about the Tribe when he’s hired as
head of security for an archaeological dig on Mt. Sinai. The former Army
Ranger is still reeling from an accident that claimed the life of his best
friend, his arm, and his faith in God. The Tribe is poised to execute their
most ambitious attack ever and the lives of millions hang in the balance.
When Jagger’s wife and son are caught in the crossﬁre, he’ll stop at
nothing to save them. But how can one man stand against an entire tribe
of immortals? “Liparulo plunges deep into the pages of Scripture to ﬁnd
intriguing what-if’s and stunning revelations—all woven into a tale that is
both skin-tinglingly supernatural and thought-provokingly real. Packed
with high-tech gadgetry, action, and heart . . . Read this novel! Seriously!”
—TED DEKKER, New York Times best-selling author of Forbidden and the
Circle Series “The author of Comes a Horseman ushers in an exciting new
series with this action-packed and intricately plotted spiritual thriller that
should appeal to fans of Frank Peretti and Oliver North.” —Library Journal
“A fantasy-thriller with overt (but not overly intrusive) Christian themes . .
. The book can be read as a story of a man’s spiritual transition, or it can
be read as a fast-paced thriller with fantasy elements. Either way, it’s a
success.” —Booklist “Liparulo opens the Immortal Files series with a bang .
. . Liparulo has concocted a fast-moving, imaginative narrative that
examines moral questions . . . every reader is in for roller-coaster action,
competently done, with a late-breaking major plot curve that leaves the
door open for more.” —Publishers Weekly “If you’re a fan of suspense or
biblical ﬁction, this is one book you won’t want to miss. Its mind-blowing
action will keep readers totally immersed.” —RT Book Review, 4 1/2 stars

Dark Shadows: Angelique's Descent
Macmillan Dark Shadows's two most popular characters, Barnabas Collins
and Angelique, were eternally bound by love and hate. Now actress Lara
Parker, Angelique herself, tells the story of how it all began. The dashing
heir of a New England shipping magnate, Barnabas Collins captures the
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heart of the exquisite, young Angelique amidst the sensual beauty of
Martinique, her island home. But Angelique's brief happiness is doomed
when Barnabas deserts her and becomes engaged to another. With this
one betrayal, Barnabas unleashes an evil that will torment him for all time.
For Angelique is no ordinary woman. Raised in the mysterious black art of
voodoo witchcraft, she long ago pledged her soul to darkness and became
immortal. Vowing to destroy Barnabas, a vengeful Angelique damns him to
eternal life as a vampire—a companion to accompany her forever. Little
does Angelique understand the depth of Barnabas's fury.... This edition of
Dark Shadows: Angelique's Descent has been updated by the author with
an all-new ﬁnal chapter. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Blaue Reiter Almanac
The Blaue Reiter (Blue Rider) art movement was founded in 1911, by the
young painters Wassily Kandinsky and Franz Marc, and remained active in
Europe until 1914. Originally published in Munich, in 1912, and edited by
Kandinsky and Marc, The Blaue Reiter Almanac presented the movement's
synthesis of international culture to the European avant-garde at large. In
both the selection of the essays and its innovative interplay of word and
image, the Almanac remains one of the most critically important works on
artistic theory and culture of the twentieth century. This edition, long
unavailable in English and indispensable to any student of modernism,
includes the original documents and musical notations, as well as essays
by Kandinsky, Schonberg, Marc, and others, and an extensive critical
introduction, placing the Blaue Reiter in context for contemporary readers.

Blessed Child
Harper Collins A famine relief expert, a Canadian Red Cross nurse, and an
Ethiopian orphan experience the power of the Holy Spirit and ignite a
spiritual revolution.

Comes a Horseman
Thomas Nelson The ancients saw Death as a blazing ﬁgure on horseback,
swift and merciless. Those facing the black chasm often mistook their
pounding hearts for the beating of hooves. Now, two FBI agents pursuing a
killer from a centuries-old cult realize they have become his prey.

Frenzy
Thomas Nelson Their destiny is to ﬁx history. Their dream is to get home.
When you live in a house that's really a gateway between past and
present, you have to be ready for anything. It's a painful fact the Kings
have faced since moving to Pinedale eight days ago. Desperately trying to
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rescue their mother from an unknown time and place, brothers Xander and
David have lunged headlong into the chaos of history's greatest--and most
volatile--events. But their goal has continually escaped their grasp. And
worse: Finding Mom is only a small part of what they must do, thanks to
the barbaric Taksidian. His ruthless quest to sieze their house and its
power from them has put not only the family, but all of mankind, in grave
danger. Somehow, the key to it all hinges on Uncle Jesse's words to the
boys: "Fixing time is what our family was made to do." But how can they ﬁx
a world that has been turned updisde down--much less ever ﬁnd their way
home? At long last, the secrets of the house and the King family are
revealed in the stunning conclusion to this epic series.

Shadow Chaser
Thomas Nelson Inc "Jonah's story comes to resemble a modern-day Job as
he's faced with trials that aﬀect his health, strength, relationships, and
most-prized possessions. As he and the other quarterlings prepare for midterm exams, their powers are tested once again in the most ﬁerce battle
against Abaddon's forces yet. Will Jonah's faith in Elohim continue to
persevere as he ﬁghts Abaddon in his hardest battle yet?"--Provided by
publisher.

The Mayfair Moon
After a nightmarish encounter with a werewolf, seventeen-year-old Adria
Dawson loses her sister, but gains the love of a mysterious young man and
his legendary family. Strange and tragic things happen in the small town of
Hallowell, Maine: residents come down with an unexplained illness, some
disappear, and others die. Isaac Mayfair is adamant about keeping Adria
safe, even from her estranged sister who he has warned her to stay away
from. As unspeakable secrets unfold all around Adria, impossible choices
become hers to bear. Ultimately, no matter what path she takes, her life
and the lives of those she loves will be in peril. As she learns about the
werewolf world, she also learns why her place in it will change the
destinies of many.

Deathworld Two
Deathworld Book 2
Hachette UK The planet was unknown¿ a savagely primitive place where
every man had to kill every other man - or live as a slave. The inhabitants
lived in the early Bronze Age one minute, and in the early Machine Age the
next. Technology had degenerated into a number of mysteries jealously
guarded by separate brotherhoods. But Jason dinAlt was a gambler. He
realised that if he was ever going to get a winning hand in this game, the
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brotherhoods would need a shuﬄe¿

The Judgment Stone
Thomas Nelson What if praying became a curse instead of a blessing?
Former Army Ranger Jagger Baird thought he had his hands full with the
Tribe—the band of immortal vigilantes ﬁghting to regain God’s grace by
killing those opposed to Him. But that was before he encountered the
ruthless group of immortals called the Clan. The Clan is after a prize that
would give them unimaginable power—a piece of the Ten Commandments
known as the Judgment Stone. Those who touch the Stone can see into the
spiritual world: angelic warriors, treacherous demons, and the blue threads
of light that signal the presence of believers in communion with God. By
following the blue beam radiating from those closest to God, the Clan plans
to locate His most passionate followers and destroy them. Jagger quickly
realizes his high-tech gadgetry and training are no match for these
merciless immortals. But how can he defeat an enemy who hunts believers
through their prayers . . . and won’t stop until they’ve annihilated all those
close to Him? In this high-action thriller, best-selling author Robert
Liparulo examines the raging battle between good and evil on earth . . .
and beyond.

Fire Prophet
Thomas Nelson “Jerel Law transports readers to a place where
supernatural forces of good and evil collide. Young readers will be
entertained and inspired . . . I heartily recommend it.” —Robert Whitlow,
bestselling author of the Tides of Truth series What if you could actually
see angels and fallen angels engaging in battle—and you were expected to
join the ﬁght? It’s been one year since Jonah Stone and his sister, Eliza,
discovered that their mother is a nephilim, the product of a union between
a human and a fallen angel, which makes them and their little brother,
Jeremiah, quarterlings, or one-quarter angel. After embarking on an epic
journey to rescue their mother and the other nephilim, who were
kidnapped by fallen angels, the Stone kids have enjoyed a little peace and
quiet. But when Jonah and Eliza are attacked by fallen angels at school,
they learn that quarterlings all over the world are being targeted, and
separating them from their parents is the only way to keep them safe. The
kids undergo special training to help them discover their own unique
angelic gifts, which come in handy when they embark on a mission to ﬁnd a
mysterious prophet who they believe holds the key to Abaddon's defeat in
a massive battle between good and evil. Parents today are looking for
ﬁction that makes Christianity and the Bible exciting for their kids. This
series is the ﬁrst Christian answer to Percy Jackson and the Olympians, the
Kane Chronicles, the Secret Series, and other middle grade series packed
with adventure, action, and supernatural ﬁghts. But the message is solidly
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scriptural in that God alone is always in control. “Jerel Law has crafted a
fantastic story that will leave every reader wanting more. Stop looking for
the next great read in fantasy ﬁction for young readers—you’ve found it!”
—Robert Liparulo, bestselling author of Dreamhouse Kings and The 13th
Tribe

The Seven Sins
The Tyrant Ascending
Forge Books To Dream...To Dare..To Win... The ancient motto, inscribed in
Latin on a mysterious golden medallion, recovered from the ruins of the
Roman Empire, has guided Michael Tiranno to heights few men have
achieved. Once an orphaned farm boy in his native Sicily, Michael made
millions by mastering the intricate world of high ﬁnance, and is now the
fabulously wealthy owner of Las Vegas' The Seven Sins, the grandest and
most extravagant casino in the world. The lavish resort embodies the
personal philosophy fueled by his lust for power: the greater the risk, the
greater the reward. But he also has secrets, secrets that he and Naomi
Burns, his driven corporate attorney and conﬁdante, have gone to great
lengths to bury. When an enemy from the past threatens to undermine
everything he has built, his dark history must now be uncovered. Together,
they must tear open painful scars in Michael's heart and soul to discover
the true identity of their unknown foe—before all of Las Vegas pays the
price for Michael Tiranno's realized dreams. The Seven Sins is a globespanning saga of one man's spectacular rise from rags to riches, the sins
that brought him there, and the insidious vendetta that may cost him
everything. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Hiding Places
Thomas Nelson The Harrison lodge is full of hiding places where young
Kate can discover all the secrets no one wants her to know. Eleven-year-old
Kate keeps her knowledge to herself—one sister’s stash of marijuana, the
other’s petty cash pilfering, her grandfather’s contraband candy bars. She
protects her mother and Gran, too, screening out critical comments from
the hotel suggestions box. But suddenly the stakes are raised; her
grandfather’s best friend is murdered the day after Kate heard the two
men arguing. At the same time, far from the quiet mountain resort, a
homeless man sees a robbery gone wrong . . . a gang member seeks
revenge for the death of his son . . . and a boy chooses the worst time to
wield spray paint on a store window. In a strange and spiraling sequence of
events, their disparate worlds collide at Harrison Lodge. Kate oﬀers shelter
to one of them, unaware of the terrible consequences to the family she
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loves. But people can hide in all kinds of ways, sometimes even in plain
sight . . . and some secrets are just waiting to be exposed.

How Do We Know Christianity Is
Really True?
The Good Book Company Apologetics for Christian kids and tweens on the
evidence for Christianity. Sooner or later, kids have big questions about
God, life, faith and the Bible, especially when their friends start asking
them about what they believe. A common one is: How do we know
Christianity is really true? Big questions deserve good answers. This pithy,
fun and fast-paced book looks at what the Bible says to help 9-13s think
through this big question for themselves. It explains why we can trust the
Gospels as real historical documents and walks through the evidence for
Jesus' resurrection. Lively stories and illustrations make this book easy for
this age group to engage with.

The Ruins of Us
Faber & Faber 'An intelligent, complex story of interfaith marriage. . . .
That balances nail-biting tension with lyrical intent.' Guardian More than
two decades after moving to Saudi Arabia from America and marrying
Abdullah Baylani, Rosalie learns that her husband has married a second
wife. The discovery plunges the powerful family into chaos as Rosalie
grapples with leaving Saudi Arabia, her life and her family behind. Abdullah
and Rosalie's consuming personal entanglements also blind them to the
crisis approaching their sixteen-year-old son Faisal, whose deepening
resentment towards their lifestyle has led to his involvement with a
controversial sheikh. When Faisal makes a choice that could destroy
everything his family holds dear, all must confront diﬃcult truths as they
ﬁght to preserve what remains of their love.

Deadfall
A John Hutchinson Novel
Thomas Nelson Deep in the isolated Northwest Territories, four friends are
on the trip of a lifetime. Dropped by helicopter into the remote Canadian
wilderness, Hutch, Terry, Phil, and David are looking to escape the events
of a tumultuous year--a bitter divorce, bankruptcy, depression, and job
loss--for two weeks of hunting, ﬁshing, and camping. Armed only with a
bow and arrow and the basics for survival, they've chosen a place far from
civilization, a retreat from their turbulent lives. But they quickly discover
that another group has targeted the remote region and the secluded
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hamlet of Fiddler Falls for a more menacing purpose: to ﬁeld-test the
ultimate weapon. With more than a week before the helicopter rendezvous
and no satellite phone, they must risk everything to help the townspeople
who are being held hostage and terrorized. An intense novel of character
forged in the midst of struggle, survival, and sacriﬁce, Deadfall is highlyacclaimed author Robert Liparulo's latest rivetingly smart thriller.

Cast In Shadow
LUNA Seven years ago Kaylin ﬂed the crime-riddled streets of Nightshade,
knowing that something was after her. Children were being murdered —
and all had the same odd markings that mysteriously appeared on her own
skin.… Since then, she's learned to read, she's learned to ﬁght and she's
become one of the vaunted Hawks who patrol and police the City of
Elantra. Alongside the winged Aerians and the immortal Barrani, she's
made a place for herself, far from the mean streets of her birth. But
children are once again dying, and a dark and familiar pattern is emerging.
Kaylin is ordered back into Nightshade with a partner she knows she can't
trust, a Dragon lord for a companion and a device to contain her powers —
powers that no other human has. Her task is simple — ﬁnd the killer, stop
the murders…and survive the attentions of those who claim to be her
allies!

The Paris Betrayal
Revell After a rough mission in Rome involving the discovery of a
devastating bioweapon, Company spy Ben Calix returns to Paris to ﬁnd his
perfectly ordered world has collapsed. A sniper attack. An ambush. A call
for help that brings French SWAT forces down on his head. Ben is out. This
is a severance--reserved for incompetents and traitors. Searching for
answers and anticipating a coming attack, Ben and a woman swept up in
his misfortunes must travel across Europe to ﬁnd the sniper who tried to
kill him, the medic who saved his life, the schoolmaster who trained him,
and an upstart hacker from his former team. More than that, Ben must
come to grips with his own insigniﬁcance as the Company's plan to stop
Leviathan from unleashing the bioweapon at any cost moves forward
without him--and he struggles against the infection that is swiftly claiming
territory within his own body. Award-winning author James R. Hannibal
ratchets up the tension on every page of this suspenseful new thriller.

Tales of Terror from the Black Ship
Bloomsbury Publishing At the Old Inn, which clings precariously to a cliﬀ
top above a storm-lashed ocean, two sick children are left alone while their
father fetches the doctor. Then a visitor comes begging for shelter, and so
begins a long night of storytelling, in which young Ethan and Cathy, who
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have an unnatural appetite for stories of a macabre persuasion, sit out the
last throes of the storm in the company of a sailor with more than enough
grisly tales to satisfy them. But something about this sailor puts Ethan on
edge, and he becomes increasingly agitated for his father's return. Only
when the storm blows itself out can Ethan relax - but not for long, for the
new dawn opens the children's eyes to a truth more shocking, more
distressing than anything they heard the night before.

Truth Runner
Thomas Nelson Faced with unparalleled grief, will Jonah return to Elohim?
Parents are looking for ﬁction that makes Christianity exciting for their
kids. This series is the ﬁrst Christian answer to Percy Jackson, the Kane
Chronicles, the Secret Series, and other middle grade series packed with
action and adventure. But the message is solidly based in Scripture,
conveying that God is always in control. It has been a trying six months for
Jonah, Eliza, and Jeremiah Stone. They have been grieving over the loss of
their nephilim mother, who was murdered by Abaddon’s forces. As part
angels, the siblings have been in school with other children of nephilim to
hone their special powers In Truth Runner, Jonah has left Angel School and
attempts to forget Elohim’s calling by moving back to his hometown and
starting high school as a “normal” kid. But Jonah can still see fallen
angels—and the evil they’re doing. When Jonah realizes the Fallen are
attacking his friends without their knowledge, he is faced with a choice:
continue to ignore it and forge his own path, or remember who he really is
and ﬁght for his friends. As Jonah’s story begins to resemble his Biblical
character’s namesake, will he turn back to Elohim’s path for his life? Meets
national education standards.

Prayers for Bobby
A Mother's Coming to Terms with
the Suicide of Her Gay Son
Harper Collins Bobby Griﬃth was an all-American boy ...and he was gay.
Faced with an irresolvable conﬂict-for both his family and his religion
taught him that being gay was "wrong"-Bobby chose to take his own life.
Prayers for Bobby, nominated for a 1996 Lambda Literary Award, is the
story of the emotional journey that led Bobby to this tragic conclusion. But
it is also the story of Bobby's mother, a fearful churchgoer who ﬁrst prayed
that her son would be "healed," then anguished over his suicide, and
ultimately transformed herself into a national crusader for gay and lesbian
youth. As told through Bobby's poignant journal entries and his mother's
reminiscences, Prayers for Bobby is at once a moving personal story, a true
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proﬁle in courage, and a call to arms to parents everywhere.

The Butcher's Boy
Random House The Edgar Award–winning novel by the “master of nailbiting suspense”(Los Angeles Times) Thomas Perry exploded onto the
literary scene with The Butcher’s Boy. Back in print by popular demand,
this spectacular debut, from a writer of “infernal ingenuity” (The New York
Times Book Review), includes a new Introduction by bestselling author
Michael Connelly. Murder has always been easy for the Butcher’s Boy—it’s
what he was raised to do. But when he kills the senior senator from
Colorado and arrives in Las Vegas to pick up his fee, he learns that he has
become a liability to his shadowy employers. His actions attract the
attention of police specialists who watch the world of organized crime, but
though everyone knows that something big is going on, only Elizabeth
Waring, a bright young analyst in the Justice Department, works her way
closer to the truth, and to the frightening man behind it. Praise for The
Butcher’s Boy “A stunning debut . . . a brilliantly plotted thriller.”—The
Washington Post “A shrewdly planned and executed thriller.”—The New
York Times Book Review “Thomas Perry has hit the mark.”—Houston
Chronicle “Totally enthralling.”—The New Yorker

Suspiciously Obedient (Obedient
#2)(BBW romance)(Billionaire
romance)
Julia Kent After a billion people watch you make love, where do you hide?
Lydia ﬁnally let herself lose control and give in to her heart's desire, and
what does she have to show for it? A viral videotape with a billion viewers.
How was she supposed to know that her boss, Matt, was really the CEO
playboy Michael Bournham in disguise? The guy who signs her paycheck
turned out to be the man who rocked her world. Mike can't believe his
reality television stunt blew up in his face like this. Fired from his own
corporation and left aching for Lydia, he tries to protect her. After creating
a sham job for Lydia overseas, he sends his best friend to keep an eye on
her. His friend Jeremy takes his job very seriously. A little too seriously.
Read the entire series NOW: Maliciously Obedient Suspiciously Obedient
Deliciously Obedient Topics: contemporary romance, romantic comedy,
funny romance, laugh romance, oﬃce romance, urban romance, boston,
boston romance, billionaire romance, threesome, love triangle, erotic
romance, series, wealthy, trilogy, hot romance, sizzling romance, seductive
romance, USA today bestseller, USA today, julia kent, julia kent romance
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